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Outline
Tools
• The Logic Model
• Six Dimensions of Assessment
• The Balanced Scorecard
• The Business Model Canvas
Concepts
• Opportunity Cost
• The Principal-Agent Problem

Real-World Library Challenges: Quick Survey
• Write a brief description of a challenge that your library currently
faces.
• The description should be generic enough so as not to identify the
library/institution.
• The group may discuss submissions towards the end of the session.

The Logic Model
• Widely used by evaluators in nonprofit and government organizations
• Visualizes connections between a program’s resources, activities, and
results

The Logic Model

W. K. Kellogg Foundation. (2004, January). Logic model development guide: Using logic models to bring together planning,
evaluation, and action. Retrieved from https://www.wkkf.org/resource-directory/resource/2006/02/wk-kellogg-foundationlogic-model-development-guide
Used with the permission of the W.K. Kellogg Foundation.
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Six Dimensions of Assessment
• A basis for achieving balance in a library assessment program
• A tool with a measure of originality

Six Dimensions of Assessment
Assessment Object: LibQUAL+®
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Six Dimensions of Assessment
Quantitative
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The Balanced Scorecard
• A performance analysis tool
• Originated in the business world and has spread to other domains
• Measures success from four perspectives

The Balanced Scorecard
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The Balanced Scorecard
Innovation and Learning
• Percentage of staff involved in professional development
• Number of staff who publish or present research findings
• Dollar amount spent on professional development
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Value
• Percentage of new books used in first year of ownership
• Correlation between library use and student retention
• Dollar cost per article download

The Business Model Canvas
• Originated in the business world
• Visualizes relationships between key elements of a business model
• Versatile enough to generate insights into library management?

Osterwalder, A., & Pigneur, Y. (2010). Business model generation: A handbook
for visionaries, game changes, and challengers. Hoboken, NJ: Wiley.

Source: http://strategyzr.s3.amazonaws.com/
assets/resources/the-business-model-canvas.pdf

LU
-LUIT
-Field Operations
-Marketing
-Finance
-Academic units
External
-Digital content vendors
-Software vendors
-Book/media vendors
-Library networks
-Professional development
providers

-Selecting and purchasing
information resources
-Making information
discoverable
-Serving customers
-Understanding research and
learning context

-Quality information resources
-Inviting, technology-rich
study spaces

-Customer Service Center
-Liaisons to academic units
-Online Research Assistance
-Graduate & Scholarly
Communications

-Intelligent support for
research and scholarship
-Website
-Digital content
-Book/media collections
-Jerry Falwell Library building
-Knowledgeable personnel

-Library faculty/staff
-Digital content purchases/subscriptions
-Physical books/media/periodicals
-Jerry Falwell Library building

-www.liberty.edu/library
-Jerry Falwell Library building
-Email
-Chat
-Phone
-LU classrooms

Most used services
-Digital content discovery and use
-Facility visits

Role
-Undergraduate students
-Graduate students
-Instructors
Campus
-Online
-Residential
Academic Unit
-Biology/Chemistry
-Business
-Cinematic Arts
-Education
-etc.
Aggregation
-Individuals
-Small groups
-Classes

-Customer service interactions
-Circulation of physical materials
-Research assistance

Opportunity Cost
• A basic economic concept
• Readily applicable to management practice, including budgeting
• Emphasizes prioritization decisions

Opportunity Cost

By University of Illinois Library - https://www.flickr.com/photos/illinoislibrary/8421493634, CC BY 2.0, cropped to focus on
microform reader

Opportunity Cost
Library Expenditures, 2015-16
Direct
Expenditures,
47%
Labor, 53%

The Principal-Agent Problem
• A concept from the world of corporate governance
• Focuses on incentives that influence various stakeholders’ behavior
• Has implications for decisions in which the interests of various parties
differ
•
•
•
•

corporate/municipal/institutional administrators
boards/advisory groups
library management
library staff

The Principal-Agent Problem

Discussion: Applying Tools & Concepts
The Logic Model

Six Dimensions of Assessment

The Balanced Scorecard

The Business Model Canvas

Opportunity Cost

The Principal-Agent Problem

An Array of Management Tool Kits
assessment
planning
budgeting

human resource development
organization development
marketing
partnerships
fundraising
public relations
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